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                    Abstract

Two cryptic memoranda in the Stationers’ Register concern a play by Jonson and three by Shakespeare. The memoranda have long puzzled scholars, who have offered many and varied interpretations. Those scholars haven’t examined the memoranda in their original handwriting, and in light of other Stationers’ Company records and practices. Thus illuminated, the memoranda are notes of two hearings before the Company’s Court of Assistants. In both cases the Lord Chamberlain’s Company challenged the right of stationer James Roberts to enter their plays into the Register. At the first hearing the Court decided for Roberts, at the second, for the actors. The dispute’s origins and the reasons for the Court’s varying dispositions may be deduced from the circumstances. Roberts routinely dealt with the acting company’s couriers. Twice, the circumstances suggest, a courier sold Roberts play manuscripts purportedly on behalf of the company. The actors wanted their manuscripts back before Roberts could publish them. The likeliest path to that result lay through the Court of Assistants. The Court held, applying standard legal principles, that the actors were bound by the first sale. The second time, however, Roberts knew from the first hearing that the acting company did not authorise any courier to sell play manuscripts. In anticipation of the second result Roberts probably had two of the plays copied. To prevent him from publishing his copies the acting company assisted other stationers in registering the two plays. When Roberts registered Hamlet two years later, he used not a manuscript belonging to the Lord Chamberlain’s Company, but rather the manuscript behind of the First Quarto version of the play.
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